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ABSTRACT
The ability to form images of scenes hidden from direct view would be advantageous in many applications – from
improved motion planning and collision avoidance in autonomous navigation to enhanced danger anticipation
for first-responders in search-and-rescue missions. Recent techniques for imaging around corners have mostly
relied on time-of-flight measurements of light propagation, necessitating the use of expensive, specialized optical
systems. In this work, we demonstrate how to form images of hidden scenes from intensity-only measurements
of the light reaching a visible surface from the hidden scene. Our approach exploits the penumbra cast by
an opaque occluding object onto a visible surface. Specifically, we present a physical model that relates the
measured photograph to the radiosity of the hidden scene and the visibility function due to the opaque occluder.
For a given scene–occluder setup, we characterize the parts of the hidden region for which the physical model is
well-conditioned for inversion – i.e., the computational field of view (CFOV) of the imaging system. This concept
of CFOV is further verified through the Crame´r–Rao bound of the hidden-scene estimation problem. Finally, we
present a two-step computational method for recovering the occluder and the scene behind it. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method using both synthetic and experimentally measured data.
Keywords: Computational periscopy, non-line-of-sight imaging, computational photography, computer vision,
remote sensing
1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging systems is to form images of scenes hidden from direct view. In
general, this has been achieved using measurements of properties of the light scattered onto visible surfaces from
the hidden scene. For example, these methods have relied on measurements of time-of-flight,1–17 coherence,18–20
or even intensity-only21–26 information. NLOS imaging using acoustic27 and long-wave infrared28 waves have
also been recent lines of work.
Most active NLOS imaging methods are based on locating hidden reflective surfaces through multi-lateration
from measurements of transient light transport, as first introduced by Kirmani et al.1 Velten et al.3 used a
femtosecond laser and a streak camera with 2 picosecond resolution to realize a 3D NLOS imaging system; a
comparison of several reconstruction algorithms for this setup was provided by Gupta et al.4 Comparatively
cheaper transient imaging-based NLOS systems have been enabled by the use of homodyne time-of-flight sen-
sors5,7, 11 or single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) detectors with time-correlated single photon counting (TC-
SPC) modules.6,9, 10,12–14,29,30 Additionally, NLOS imaging has been achieved with inexpensive continuous-wave
amplitude modulated cameras (e.g., Kinect).7,11 Using SPAD-based systems, NLOS imaging beyond roughly
one-meter round-trip distances for object estimation8 and around fifty meters for human localization12 have
been achieved. O’Toole et al.14 demonstrated how confocal scanning yields a deconvolution problem, which is
efficiently solved with reduced memory usage and computational complexity. More recently, inverse rendering
techniques from computer graphics31 and a theory of Fermat paths32 have been used to recover the hidden scene.
These methods often demand the use of powerful and complex equipment, have higher data acquisition times,
and may be less stealthy than passive alternatives.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup for computational periscopy.
Instead of transmitting radiation into the hidden scene, passive NLOS imaging methods exploit light illumi-
nation already in the hidden scene. These methods benefit from occluding structures separating the light paths
reaching a visible surface from the hidden scene.22,23,26,33–35 Vertical edges were first exploited as occluders to
reconstruct a video of 1D projections of the moving parts of the hidden scene, from a video of the floor on the
visible side.22 This approach was extended by Seidel et al.35 for stationary scenes and arbitrary floor patterns,
using only a single photograph. Baradad et al.23 exploited the presence of visible, precalibrated, complex oc-
cluding structures in their recovery. In a subsequent work, the hidden scene and complex occluder structure were
recovered from a video sequence.26
Our work, which first appeared earlier this year,24 recovers the position of the occluder (assumed to have
a known shape) and a 2D color photograph of the hidden scene from a single photograph of a visible wall.
In this paper, we give an overview of that approach for NLOS imaging along with new results that relate
the computational field of view (CFOV) concept to the Crame´r–Rao bound (CRB), new simulations, and new
experimental results. We first present a physical model for the light transport in this scenario (Section 2). Given
the non-linear model, which describes the interaction between light from the hidden scene and the unknown
occluder, we derive the CRB for scene-only recovery as a proxy for studying the conditioning of the NLOS
problem (Section 3); this supports the concept of CFOV24 (Figures 3 and 4), which is a subset of the hidden
scene that is well-conditioned for recovery. In Section 4, a computational method for estimating the occluder
and scene is presented. Finally, this proposed approach is verified on both synthetic and real, experimentally
measured data (Section 5).
2. FORWARD MODEL AND INVERSE PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider an NLOS imaging scenario shown in Figure 1, where the visible portion of a white imaging wall is
illuminated by both ambient illumination and light from the hidden scene after a non-linear interaction with the
opaque, non-light-emitting occluder. This interaction generates a penumbra – regions of partial shadows – on
the visible surface. In this work, we demonstrate how this non-linear interaction between the hidden scene of
interest and the occluding object can be exploited to simultaneously estimate the hidden occluder and scene of
interest, from intensity-only measurements of the light on the visible surface.
To this end, we begin with a forward model of light propagation for describing the intensity distribution of
light reaching the visible wall from the hidden scene and ambient illumination. Let f(x) denote the hidden-scene
radiosity at the position x ∈ R3, and let θocc be a suitable parameterization∗ of the occluding object. Then the
∗If the occluding object is a thin opaque square card, for instance, a possible parameterization would be the dimension
r ∈ R and position po ∈ R3 of the occluder in 3D space; i.e., θocc = (r,po) ∈ R4. In this work, for computational
simplicity, we will focus only on recovering po and assume that the shape (and dimensions) of the occluder is known a
priori.
irradiance i(pw) at a point pw is given by
i(pw) =
∫
x∈S
g(x,pw)
‖x− pw‖22
v(x,pw,θocc)f(x) dx + b(pw), (1)
where g(x,pw)
def
= cos (](pw − x,nx)) cos (](x− pw,npw)) is the Lambertian bidirectional reflectance distribu-
tion function (BRDF), with ](·, ·) denoting the angle between its pair of vector arguments and ‖·‖2 representing
the Euclidean norm of a vector. S ⊂ R3 denotes the portion of the hidden region that is of interest; in this work,
we assume that we intend to form an image of a rectangular portion of a plane in the hidden scene at a distance D
from the visible wall, so that S = {(x,D, z) : (x, z) ∈ [L1, L2]2}. Furthermore, v(x,pw,θocc), is a Boolean-valued
visibility function that equals 1 when the path from x to pw is unoccluded by the opaque object parameterized by
θocc and 0 otherwise. The final term b(pw) represents the light reaching the visible wall from all sources outside
the desired hidden scene region S. Equation (1) is the rendering equation from computer graphics adapted to
our setting.36 From a single photograph of the irradiance distribution i(pw) on the visible wall obtained using
an ordinary digital camera, we wish to simultaneously recover the occluder parameterization θocc and form a 2D
photograph of the hidden scene f(x). Thus, in the rest of this section, we show how to discretize the linear part
of (1) to obtain an affine system that relates the hidden scene and ambient light contributions to the discrete
camera measurements. We then discuss the conditioning of the resulting inverse problem in Section 3.
2.1 Discretization
Assume that the visible wall is a white planar surface with diffuse Lambertian reflectivity, and the digital
photograph of the visible wall obtained by the camera is a discretization of (1) with pw evaluated at a number
of discrete points – corresponding to the resolution of the camera – on the visible surface within the camera’s
field of view (FOV).
Let the hidden scene plane of interest, S = {(x,D, z) : (x, z) ∈ [L1, L2]× [L1, L2]}, be divided into N scene
pixels, {Sn}Nn=1, of equal area ascene, and define entry n of the discretized scene f as the mean of f(x) for x in
scene pixel Sn. Mathematically,
fn =
1
ascene
∫
x∈Sn
f(x) dx, (2)
and f = [f1, f2, . . . , fN ]
T. Thus, f(x) is approximated by a piecewise-constant function of the form
f(x) ≈
N∑
n=1
fn1Sn(x), (3)
where
1Sn(x) =
{
1, for x ∈ Sn
0, for x /∈ Sn
denotes the indicator function.
Remark 1. The value of N denotes the resolution of the image we attempt to compute of the hidden scene
plane. Generally, a higher value for N corresponds to higher resolution image, because the piecewise constant
model for the hidden scene (3) becomes more accurate. This, however, comes at a cost: The CRB computed for
estimating an N -pixel image of the hidden scene increases with the resolution N (Section 3.1).
Substituting (3) into (1) gives
i(pw) =
N∑
n=1
in(pw) + b(pw), (4)
where
in(pw) = fn
∫
x∈Sn
g(x,pw)
‖x− pw‖22
v(x,pw,θocc) dx (5)
is the irradiance at visible wall location pw due to scene patch Sn. Similarly, we divide the camera FOV into M
camera FOV pixels† of equal area acamera, and we treat in(pw) and b(pw) as being approximately constant over
any camera FOV pixel m. Ignoring camera imperfections, the measurement of camera pixel m is proportional
to i(pw):
ym ∝ acamera
[
N∑
n=1
fnrn(pw) + b(pw)
]
,
where
rn(pw)
def
=
∫
x∈Sn
g(x,pw)
‖x− pw‖22
v(x,pw,θocc) dx, (6)
pw is any representative of camera FOV pixel m, and the proportionality includes camera efficiency parameters
and exposure time. Omitting the acamera factor and proportionality constant by absorbing them with other
scalings within the camera that lead to dimensionless (camera) pixel values, we have that
ym ∝
(
N∑
n=1
fnrn(pw)
)
+ b(pw).
With access to M measurements y = [y1, y2, . . . , yM ]
T
of the irradiance distribution at points {pw,m} on the
visible wall, writing b = [b1, b2, . . . , bM ]
T gives:
y1
y2
...
yM
 =

r1(pw,1) r2(pw,1) · · · rN (pw,1)
r1(pw,2) r2(pw,2) · · · rN (pw,2)
...
...
. . .
...
r1(pw,M ) r2(pw,M ) · · · rN (pw,M )


f1
f2
...
fN
+ b, (7)
and the desired matrix-vector form y = A(θocc)f + b. Hence, for each of the red-green-blue (RGB) camera
color channels, we have the affine model above, with A(θocc) ∈ RM×N . Forming an image of the hidden scene
amounts to inverting the resulting linear system for each color channel. As we will see in Section 3, the visibility
function – equivalently, the presence of the occluder – is central to the conditioning of the inversion. Without
an occluder, the columns of the matrix A(θocc) are too similar for a well-conditioned recovery of f .
2,3, 23,26,33
3. COMPUTATIONAL FIELD OF VIEW
The presence of an occluder makes certain hidden-scene light contributions computationally separable because
they influence the irradiance in the camera FOV in different ways. A computational field of view is a set of
points in the hidden scene such that shadows cast by the occluder into the camera FOV by light sources at
those points would be distinct, nonempty, and not encompass the entire camera FOV. Through this definition,
we find that solving an inverse problem to form an image of the CFOV does not rely only the weakly-varying
g(x,pw)/‖x− pw‖22 factor of (6), but also on the visibility function v(x,pw,θocc) differing for distinct CFOV
points x, provided all points pw in the camera FOV are considered together.
In this paper, we consider only planar CFOVs. For any fixed camera FOV and occluder parameterization
θocc, one is generally interested in the largest possible CFOV. Candidate CFOVs induced by a small rectangular
occluder are illustrated in Figure 2. Light sources at points S1 and S2 create very different shadows within
the camera FOV; thus, light from these locations is computationally separable. In contrast, a light source at
point S3 does not create any shadow within the camera FOV, so light from S3 is not computationally separable
from ambient light. With a point light source very close to the occluder, the shadow cast by the occluder could
encompass the entire camera FOV, meaning light from that point would not be measured by the camera at all
and thus not be estimable; this case is not illustrated.
†In general, the maximum value for M is set by the resolution of the digital photograph. It can be reduced by
downsampling the photograph.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Computational field of view. A visualization of the shadows cast by light sources that are, within
the CFOV (sources at points S1 and S2 in (a) and (b)), or outside the CFOV (source at point S3 in (b)). In
(a) the camera measurements contain the distinct shadows cast by the occluder due to light sources at points S1
and S2, while in (b) the shadow cast by the occluder due to a light source at point S3 falls outside of the camera
FOV. Adapted from our earlier paper.24
Since the computational FOV is determined by visibility or occlusion from any part of the camera FOV, its
boundaries can be found by projecting the boundaries of the camera FOV across the edges of the occluder as in
Figure 2. In the following section, we use the notion of Fisher information to demonstrate that radiosities within
the CFOV can be estimated much more reliably than those outside the CFOV.
3.1 Crame´r–Rao bound
Under the discrete model for f(x), and assuming that the camera measurements are corrupted by zero mean
additive white Gaussian noise with variance σ2, if the background contribution is negligible and θocc is assumed
to be known, we obtain
I(f ;θocc) = 1
σ2
A(θocc)
TA(θocc), (8)
as the Fisher information matrix for estimating the unknown vector parameter f , from the camera measure-
ments.37 Here I ∈ RN×N . From (8) it follows that the CRB for forming an N -pixel image of the scene is given
by:
CRB(fn) = [I(f ;θocc)]n,n
= σ2
[(
A(θocc)
TA(θocc)
)−1]
n,n
, (9)
where according to (7) the elements of the matrix A(θocc) are given by [A(θocc)]m,n = rn (pw,m) , while rn (pw,m)
is defined in (6).
Note that without occlusion, the visibility function v(x,pw,θocc) = 1 for any x and pw. We compute and
present the CRB for each pixel at the imaging plane in Figures 3 and 4, with and without the occluder in the
hidden region.
Notice that with no occluder present the CRBs are roughly uniform in the hidden-scene location and large
(Figure 3a, as well as the ‘No occluder’ plots of Figure 4). Apparent in Figure 3b (and the ‘Occluder present’ plots
of Figure 4) is a bimodal distribution of CRBs. The presence of the occluder yields significant CRB improvements
(around 8 orders of magnitude) for a subset of the hidden scene pixels. These pixels with significantly lowered
CRB are precisely those that fall within the CFOV (denoted by the red dashed lines) – obtained by projecting
the camera FOV through the occluder edges, as shown in Figure 2. All other points that lie outside the CFOV
have CRBs that are approximately unchanged, when compared to their ‘no occluder’ counterpart. Figures 4a
and 4b show the CRBs for different reconstruction resolutions N . While the CFOV is still apparent, as we
perhaps expect, there is a trend of increased CRBs for pixels in the CFOV as N increases.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3: Crame´r–Rao bound for scene estimation. The CRBs for each pixel are shown for N = 10 × 10
imaging resolution, in the unoccluded case (a) and occluded setting (b). The dashed red lines indicate the
boundary of the CFOV obtained by projecting the camera FOV through the occluder’s edges and onto the
hidden scene plane.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Crame´r–Rao bound for scene estimation. The CRBs for each pixel are shown for different
imaging resolutions, with and without an occluding object. In (a) scene recovery resolution N = 20× 20, while
in (b) scene recovery resolution N = 30×30. The dashed red lines indicate the boundary of the CFOV obtained
by projecting the camera FOV through the occluder’s edges and onto the hidden scene plane.
Given the improved conditioning of the problem (7), we present a computational method for for inverting (7)
to estimate the unknown occluder θocc and hidden scene f in the subsequent section.
4. COMPUTATIONAL INVERSION
Recovering θocc and f from the single photograph y is a nonlinear problem, for which we propose a two-step
recovery algorithm. Firstly, an estimate θ̂occ of the unknown occluder parameterization. Secondly, we compute
A(θ̂occ) using (7) and solve the resulting linear inverse problem to recover an image of the hidden scene. We
discuss each step in more detail below.
4.1 Occluder estimation
Because the number of measurements (rows of A(θocc)), M , is significantly larger than the attempted recovery
resolution of the hidden scene, N , the measurements y reside close to a low-dimensional affine subspace that is
dependent on the occluder position θocc and background b. The occluder is estimated from y through
θ̂occ = arg max
θocc
‖A(θocc)(A(θocc)TA(θocc))−1A(θocc)Ty‖22, (10)
where A(θocc) is the computed light-transport matrix for an unknown occluder position θocc. Omitting the
unknown background term b does not adversely degrade the estimate (see Supplementary Information of our
earlier paper24). Hence, the desired occluder estimate, θ̂occ, is the one that minimizes the Euclidean distance
between the measured photograph y and the range space of A(θ̂occ) or, equivalently, maximizes the Euclidean
norm of the orthogonal projection of y onto the range space of A(θ̂occ).
38 In practice, we solve (10) by doing a
grid search, and orthogonally projecting y onto the smaller subspace spanned by the most dominant left singular
vectors of A(θocc) for each θocc.
4.2 Imaging the hidden light-emitting scene
Given the estimated occluder parameterization θ̂occ, an estimate A(θ̂occ) of the true light transport matrix
A(θocc) is computed. If the estimated occluder were perfect, and model mismatch and background contributions
were inconsequential, pre-multiplying the vectorized camera measurements y (for each color channel) by the
pseudoinverse Â† = (A(θ̂occ)TA(θ̂occ))−1A(θ̂occ)T would yield the least-squares estimate of the hidden scene’s
RGB content.
However, when the unknown background b is significant we (i) may attempt to estimate it, or (ii) cancel
out its contributions to the measurements y. We opt for the later for its simplicity and effectiveness. Since any
light originating from outside the computational FOV has slow spatial variation, the background components in
neighboring camera pixels – say bm and bm+1 – are approximately equal. Thus computing the difference between
neighbouring camera measurements gives ym+1 − ym ≈ (aTi+1f + b) − (aTi f + b) ≈ (ai+1 − ai)Tf , with cancelled
background contribution. Repeating this differencing for all neighboring camera measurement pixels reduces the
affine model (7) to Dy ≈ DAf , with D denoting the differencing matrix.
To improve robustness of recovering f , using this new linear system, even in the presence of noise and model
mismatch, we propose the following optimization problem:
fˆ = arg min
f
‖DÂf −Dy‖22 + λ‖f‖TV, (11)
where the operator ‖·‖TV denotes the total variation (TV) semi-norm and λ is the TV-regularization parameter.
We introduce the TV norm (specifically, the isotropic TV) in our inversion to promote spatial correlations in our
reconstruction39,40 and solved (11) using the fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA).40
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 5: (a) Ground truth scene (100×100-pixels). (b) Simulated digital photograph of visible wall (1008×1008-
pixels per color channel). (c) Recovered image of scene (at 50 × 50-pixel resolution). (d) Recovered image of
scene (at 40× 40-pixel resolution). (e) Recovered image of scene (at 25× 25-pixel resolution).
5. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
5.1 Synthetic data
In this section, we present estimation results based on synthetically generated data with Matlab. The simulated
scene uses a 5 cm-by-5 cm planar square card as the occluder, placed at position the (0.52, 0.57, 0.30) m, such
that it is fronto-parallel to both the hidden scene and visible wall planes. In the results below, we assume that
the occluder shape is known, thus θocc = (0.52, 0.57, 0.30) m, and only recover it’s position. A ground truth
hidden scene (100 by 100 pixels) displayed in Figure 5a, is used to generate 3 megapixel RGB camera photograph
(1 MP per color channel), shown in Figure 5b. We model camera imperfections by corrupting the simulated
camera photograph with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) to give an SNR of 45 dB.
From the noisy photograph, we estimate the occluder parameterization θ̂occ by first solving (10), and then
estimate the hidden scene by solving (11). While the measurements are taken for a 100 × 100-pixel scene, we
solve the problem for different scene resolutions, namely N = 50× 50, N = 40× 40 and N = 25× 25, and show
the estimated images in Figures 5c, 5d and 5e, respectively. Corresponding occluder position estimates for each
of the three target resolutions are shown in Table 1; these estimates are close to the true occluder position.
5.2 Real data
We now present reconstructions formed from real measured data. Specifically we consider two hidden scene
setups. In the first setup, the hidden scenes were displayed on a Dell LCD monitor (model 2001FP, with 4:3
aspect ratio and 1280-by-1024 resolution); in the second setup, the floodlit hidden scenes comprised of colored
card shapes on a black background real geometric scenes. The occluder is an opaque chair constructed from
cardboard, while the visible surface is a white diffuse Elmer’s foam board. A digital camera (FLIR Grasshopper3
model GS3-U3-41S4C-C) with 2016-by-2016 resolution (4.1 megapixels) – equipped with a Tamron M118FM16
lens with 16 mm focal length and f/1.4 aperture – was used to obtain a single photograph of the visible surface.
Control of scene and camera was through a Lenovo ThinkPad P51s laptop computer. The setup is shown in see
Figure 1. More details on the experimental materials and methods can be found in our earlier article.24
In Figure 6, we show reconstructions of three hidden scenes (scene ‘A’ is light emitting, while scenes ‘B’ and
‘C’ are light reflecting scenes). From the camera measurements shown in the second column, we reconstruct
images (third column) of the corresponding ground truth hidden scene (first column).
Table 1: Occluder localization results. Estimated occluder positions using proposed localization algorithm
for each example hidden scene.
Occluder location [m] (θocc)x (θocc)y (θocc)z
Ground truth 0.520 0.570 0.300
50 by 50 0.515 0.563 0.301
40 by 40 0.528 0.582 0.300
25 by 25 0.511 0.585 0.308
Figure 6: Ground truths, measurements and reconstructions for three different scenes: (A) An
emitting scene displayed on an LCD monitor. (B) A reflecting scene comprising colored card shapes on a black
background. (C) A reflecting scene comprising 3D shapes made from colored cards. Results taken from the
Supplementary Information of our earlier paper.24
∞
Figure 7: Reconstructions with increasing ambient light level. Robustness to light is demonstrated by
performing reconstructions using measurements taken with decreasing signal-to-background-ratio (SBR), defined
here as the ratio of the mean of signal sans ambient light to the mean of ambient light measurement. Results
taken from the Supplementary Information of our earlier paper.24
The estimated images of the hidden scene closely match the ground truth scenes, even for passively reflecting
scenes and for 3D scenes.
5.2.1 With ambient background illumination
In Section 3, it was shown that all light originating outside of the CFOV of the system will have a smooth and
slowly varying contribution to the camera measurements. Therefore, all such contributions are approximately
cancelled by differencing and solving (7) to obtain an image of the hidden scene (see Section 4.2).
Figure 7 shows reconstructions obtained from measurements made in the presence of ambient light. The
quality of the reconstructions degrade gradually with increasing ambient light levels, and at roughly equal signal
and ambient light strength, the obtained reconstruction is still visually interpretable. This gradual degradation
is likely due to the ambient light level reducing the effective dynamic range of the camera. We also note that
there are significant light contributions from outside the CFOV present in the non-emitting scene measurements
caused by reflections of the floodlight from the side walls (Fig. 6 (B) and (C)), yet the reconstructions do not
show any significant degradation in reconstruction quality due to this.
6. CONCLUSION
Using our proposed method, we demonstrated the recovery of a full-color 2D view of a variety of hidden scenes,
whether self-emitting or reflecting, and 2D or 3D, with surprising accuracy (see Figures 5 and 6) from a single
color photograph of a visible wall. In the reconstructions, even the smaller details are resolvable, such as the teeth
and the smallest square in Fig. 6A and B, respectively. Simulated results summarized in Table 1 and Figure 5
showed reliable recovery of the occluder location and imaging of a fairly complicated scene, respectively. Our
method for computational periscopy was enabled by penumbrae cast on the visible wall by an opaque occluder in
the hidden scene. Through a Crame´r–Rao bound analysis, we showed that the occluder yields a computational
field of view – a portion of the hidden region that is well conditioned for recovery. Using real experimental data,
we also demonstrated the robustness of the method to ambient illumination, or light emanating from regions
outside the computational field of view.
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